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Rational of treatment for Barcelona Cancer Liver Clinic (BCLC)
intermediate and advanced staged hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) patients are still unclear [1].

Transarterial Chemoembolization (TACE) has been
recommended to choice of treatment for intermediate stage
patients in several guidelines [2,3]. Median overall survival in
this patient group might increase to 20 months from 16 with
TACE [2]. However because intermediate stage has a large range
of patients with different tumor burden and liver functions,
outcome of the treatment may vary. In advanced stage patients,
sorafenib is the recommended treatment with different results
due to individual sensitivity and severity of adverse effects. Thus,
intermediate and advanced stage HCCs has been the subject of
experimenting new treatment strategies. Radioembolization
(RE) with Y-90 resin or glass microspheres has been performed
in intermediate and advanced stage HCC patients in many center
as well as ours. Worldwide, over 15000 RE have been performed.
Two types of microspheres are available in market. Resin
microspheres (Sirtex, Syndey, New South Wales, Australia) have
a diameter of 32 ± 10 μm and are approved by FDA in USA in
the treatment of unresectable HCC and also have CE marking in
European Countries. Glass microspheres (TheraSphere, Kanata,
Ontario, Canada) have a diameter of 25 ± 10 μm and have CE
marking in European Countries.
Although randomized clinical trials have not been completed
yet, current literature on RE has promising results with good
tolerability and high response rates [4,5]. Safety of RE is strongly
correlated with success of pretreatment angiography and occlusion
of branches of hepatic artery that supply to extrahepatic organs.
During this angiography procedure Macro Aggregated Albumin
(MAA) labeled with Tc-99m injected into the hepatic artery and
subsequently planar and SPECT scintigraphic images of abdomen
and thorax was obtained. In these images shunt fraction of liver
to lung is calculated to evaluation of appropriateness of patients
for treatment. However it has been reported in the literature, and
it is also our experience, intrahepatic distribution of Tc-99m MAA
uptake and Y-90 microspheres are not corresponded [6,7].
A prospective study which focused on safety and efficacy of
RE in intermediate or advanced stage HCC patients has reported
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13 months time to progression after RE [8]. However liver
decompensation rates have been found significant with 35% in 6
months. Because most HCC patients have a chronic liver disease
calculation of given activity is highly important to avoid liver
decompensation after RE. Different dose calculation methods
have been investigating such as partition, the empirical and body
surface are model [9]. Rationale of the RE to achieve tumoricidal
doses to the tumor which is highly correlated with vascularity of
tumor without to aggravate underlying liver disease.

RE has several advantages in selected intermediate and
advanced stage HCC patients. However its routine usage seems to
have some time to settle of gold standard dose calculation method
to prevent aggravation of underlying liver disease. Additionally
possibility of hypovascular tumors should keep in mind during
evaluation of patients.
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